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ROYAL PATRONAGE
Aims & Objectives

 

 To understand the importance of the personal collections of monarchs.

 To understand the ideas and importance of patronage.

Resources

  Royal Patronage 
image list

 coloured paper
 coloured pencils
 scissors
 glue
 ICT Suite
  BBC Famous  
People website

Teaching & Learning Activities

 OPENING ACTIVITY

I  Split the class into groups. Tell each group that they have to present  
one of the business ideas listed below as part of the competition 
programme ‘Beat the Boss’. They have to explain why their new  
idea needs investment. They can choose from a:

  new mode of transport
  new medicine
  new method of worldwide communication
  new tapestry
  new item of jewellery
II  Each group should present their idea to the class,  

and the rest of the class should decide whether  
or not they would invest in the new idea.

III  The class should then discuss why people  
with new ideas need investors.

IV  Then ask the class to discuss what methods  
entrepreneurs use to persuade the public  
to buy/use/invest in their new ideas.
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 ACTIVITY I

I  Explain the idea of patronage and discuss the 
fact that until the 20th century one of the 
most important people who encouraged the 
population to buy or invest in new ideas was 
the monarch.

II Talk to the class about the Royal Collection.
III  Split the class into groups. Hand each group  

a copy of an object from the Royal Patronage 
image list.

IV  Each group has to present their object to  
the rest of the class and explain why it was 
worthy of the monarch’s support and was 
added to the Royal Collection. They will  
need to complete additional research using 
the internet to explain why their object 
represented a new idea/invention at the  
time it was made.

V The groups should present their ideas.
VI  As a class discuss which object they think  

was the most important for the monarch  
to preserve in their collection.

VII  As a class discuss how important the 
monarch’s patronage was to help develop  
new ideas and if this varies according to 
whose reign it is.

VIII  Ask pupils to write a list of instructions for 
future monarchs about what technological 
inventions they should collect and why.

 ACTIVITY II

I Discuss why the Great Exhibition was created.
II  Discuss how Victoria and Albert’s support  

of science and technology helped the  
country develop.

III  Individually, pupils should complete research 
about the projects that Prince Albert 
sponsored in order to produce a patronage 
CV for Prince Albert.

IV  Split the class into groups and ask them to list 
what they would display in a modern version 
of the Great Exhibition which is to be opened 
in time for the Olympics.

V  Feedback and discuss who they would ask  
for patronage now.

VI  Discuss the ideas of the patronage of charities 
in the 21st century rather than focussing on 
technology. Ask each person in the class  

 
a member of the royal family is patron.

 ACTIVITY III

I  Split the class into groups. Give each  
group copies of all the images on the  
Royal Patronage image list.

II  Ask each group to look at the images  
and discuss the question ‘What is Art?’

III Feedback and discuss as a class.
IV  Discuss why the art in the Royal Collection  

is unique.
V  Ask each group to create an exhibition 

entitled ‘The Monarch’s Art’.
VI  Pupils should select objects that represent  

the different branches of art. They can make 
distinctive frames for the images of each 
object they select.

VII  Each group should then display their images  
at points about the classroom.

VIII  Ask each group to create a guide that shows 
the order to view the objects in explains what 
each object is and gives some background 
history about the object. It should also explain 
why the object is considered a work of art.

IX  The guides should be written or recorded so 
that pupils can use the guides from each group 
as they walk around the classroom looking at 
each exhibition.
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http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/famouspeople/artofmonarchy/royal_patronage_images.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/famouspeople/artofmonarchy/royal_patronage_images.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/famouspeople/artofmonarchy/royal_patronage_images.pdf
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/
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X  Once the exhibitions have been viewed, ask 
each person in the class to say one sentence 
about what they think art is. Once everyone 
in the class has spoken they will have created 
a ‘What is Art?’ talking poem.

 ACTIVITY IV

I  Split the class into pairs and ask them  
to discuss what they collect at home.

II  Discuss what their collections say about  
their interests.

 ACTIVITY V

I  Split the class into groups. Tell each group that 
they have to design a game in which each 
player has to collect works of art to add to 
the Royal Collection. The winner is the 
person who collects the most.

II  The games should focus on Henry VIII, 
Elizabeth I, Mary Queen of Scots, Queen 
Victoria and Queen Elizabeth II. Each group 
could use the BBC Famous People site to help  
with their research.

III  The game has to have a board and be for  
4–6 players.

IV  It must have an element of luck within  
it – which means that events can happen 
which cause the players to lose parts of  
their collection. And it must also have a  
quiz element – where pupils have to answer 
questions about the objects they have seen 
and what they mean to a monarch.

V  Pupils should devise an end to the game  
 

royal objects.

 ACTIVITY VI

I Play the games the pupils have designed.
II  Discuss what they have learned about the 

interests and characters of famous monarchs 
and the importance of their art collections.

 PLENARY

 As a class discuss the questions below:
I  Why is a monarch’s patronage important  

to the nation?
II  Why is the Royal Collection such an 

important historical resource?

 EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

  Pick one object and research the history  
of that object.

  Find other objects using the Royal  
Collection website.

  Research the interests and objects of one 
individual monarch.
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